A. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen some highly significant constitutional developments in the United Kingdom. One aspect of these changes has been to confer a central role on the judiciary to police the new constitutional settlement, in particular in relation to human rights and devolution. Partly as a consequence of these reforms, the constitutional position of the judiciary has come under increasing scrutiny and there has been a notable trend towards the formalisation of the relationship between the judiciary and other branches of government. This is illustrated in England and Wales by the "Concordat" which sets out the division of responsibilities between the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice in relation to the administration of justice.
1 The Concordat was followed by the Constitutional Reform Act 2005 which incorporated many aspects of the relationship between the judiciary and the executive into statute. The Judiciary and Courts (Scotland) Act 2008 2 can be seen as a reflection of this trend in the Scottish context.
The Cabinet Secretary for Justice, Kenny MacAskill, hailed the 2008 Act as "an important constitutional measure that provides a rare opportunity to refresh the relationship between the judicial, legislative and executive arms of government". 3 When it comes fully into force, the Act will make considerable changes to the Scottish judicial system. 4 In particular, the Act enshrines the independence of the judiciary in statute 5 and unifies it under the leadership of the Lord President of the Court of Session. 6 Amongst the many innovative aspects of the Act is the creation of a new scheme of judicial conduct and discipline. Except in relation to the removal of judges from office, 7 this is the first time that judicial discipline has been dealt with by statute. The provisions increase the accountability of judicial office holders by making disciplinary processes more transparent than in the past. At the same time, they raise questions about how to balance accountability against the principle of judicial independence. The purpose of this article is to analyse how these values are reflected in the 2008 Act in the context of judicial conduct and discipline and to ask whether an appropriate balance has been struck. The analysis will also consider how the Scottish provisions compare with called on the government and the judiciary to "establish a practice of amending the Concordat whenever necessary to ensure that it remains a living document reflecting current arrangements rather than being merely a historic document recording the outcome of negotiations 
B. INDEPENDENCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
The regulation of judicial discipline has at its heart two countervailing constitutional values. On the one hand, as public servants, judges are expected to act according to certain standards of conduct. Le Sueur notes that "a mature democracy requires those who exercise power to hold themselves open to account. Judicial power ought not to be excluded from accountability requirements." 9 On the other hand, the principle of judicial independence requires that judges should be isolated from interference by other branches of government.
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Clearly, the principle of judicial independence limits the types of action that can be taken against the judiciary. In relation to removing judges from office, statutory safeguards already seek to ensure that dismissal cannot be achieved too easily.
11 As stated by Lord Sutherland in Clancy v Caird, "[t]he most basic requirement for independence is security of tenure such as to provide a guarantee against any interference with the judge's function from any outside source and in particular from the Executive".
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The principle of judicial independence also limits the type of action that can be taken against a judge who has acted in a way that, although not serious enough to merit dismissal, is nevertheless considered to be unacceptable. In this context, judicial independence demands that judges are not subject to discipline by other branches of government. It does not follow, however, that the judiciary should not be subject to any form of external oversight. Judicial independence and accountability are not diametrically opposed. 13 Bogdanor makes a useful distinction between "sacrificial" and "explanatory" accountability.
14 Sacrificial Whilst the judiciary has been a catalyst for transparency in respect of other branches of government, it has resisted the imposition of standards of transparency to its own practices, including the system for judicial discipline. A contrast can be drawn with other Commonwealth jurisdictions which adopted statutory schemes of judicial conduct and discipline much earlier. 18 For instance, Canada introduced a scheme for investigation into the conduct of federal judges as long ago as 1971. 19 In the United Kingdom it was not until 2005 that a scheme of judicial discipline was first enacted, in the Constitutional Reform Act. That scheme only applies to judicial office holders in England and Wales and to certain tribunal members who sit in Scotland. Following this lead, the Scottish administration began to consider whether or not similar reform was necessary in Scotland. Prior to the enactment of the 2008 Act, the disciplining of Scottish judges, falling short of removal from office, was a matter for the judiciary itself. Generally speaking, the Lord President was responsible for the conduct of judges of the Supreme Court and the sheriffs principal for sheriffs in their sheriffdoms. There was no formal framework within which investigations had to be carried out and matters were largely dealt with on an informal basis. As a consequence, members of the public knew little about the operation of the scheme for judicial conduct and discipline. It was not only the practical operation of the system that was puzzling to the observer, but also how to access the system in the first place. There was no clear information available about how to make complaints about judicial conduct. Nor was there any information about how complaints were dealt with. Indeed, there were no publicly available statistics concerning the number or types of complaints which had been lodged against the judiciary.
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For many, this was not seen as a satisfactory state of affairs. It was argued in the Policy Memorandum accompanying the Judiciary and Courts (Scotland) Bill that "the absence of any process for considering an occasion when judicial conduct might fall short of the reasonable expectations of those who use the courts is inconsistent with modern day standards". 21 This view was shared by other political parties in the Scottish Parliament. Despite serious reservations from the judiciary itself, 22 the Justice Committee concluded in its Stage 1 Report on the Bill that "it is imperative that there is a formal complaints process".
23

C. THE NEW STATUTORY SCHEME
Under the 2008 Act, judicial discipline continues to be a matter for the judiciary. It is one of the responsibilities of the Lord President, in his new role as the Head of the Scottish Judiciary, to make and maintain appropriate arrangements for "the investigation and determination of any matter concerning the conduct of judicial office holders and the review of such determinations". 24 The judicial office holders who fall under the responsibility of the Lord President in this regard include not only Court of Session judges, but also the Chairman of the Scottish Land Court, temporary judges, sheriffs principal, sheriffs, justices of the peace, and stipendiary magistrates. 25 It does not, on the other hand, include Scottish members of administrative tribunals.
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The responsibility of the Lord President is further elaborated in section 28 of the Act, which confers a power to make rules for or in connection with investigations into judicial conduct. Examples of issues with which such rules may deal are set out in section 28(2): (a) circumstances in which an investigation must or may be undertaken, (b) the making of complaints, (c) steps to be taken by a complainant before a complaint is to be investigated, (d) the conduct of an investigation (including in particular steps to be taken by the office holder under investigation or by a complainant or other person), (e) time limits for taking any step and procedures for extending time limits, (f) persons by whom an investigation or part of an investigation is to be conducted, (g) matters to be determined by the person conducting an investigation (or part of an investigation), the Lord President or any other person, (h) the making of recommendations by persons conducting investigations (or parts of investigations), (i) the obtaining of information relating to complaints, (j) the keeping of records of investigations, (k) confidentiality of communications or proceedings, (l) the publication of information or its provision to any person.
This list covers a wide range of matters, although it is neither mandatory nor exhaustive. Nevertheless, the provisions of section 28 give some clues about what a scheme of judicial discipline may look like in practice. First, the Act envisages a two-stage process which includes an initial investigation and then a possible review. 27 Secondly, it foresees that there may be threshold criteria which must be met before an investigation is to be undertaken, 28 sheriffs, and to justices of the peace. Perhaps most importantly, whatever rules are prescribed "are to be published in such a manner as the Lord President may determine".
31 Whilst this gives a broad discretion over form, it imposes a duty to publish. For the first time, therefore, the procedures for the consideration of judicial complaints will be made public, significantly increasing the transparency of the process.
A striking feature is that the judiciary retains complete control over the content of the complaints procedure. While, however, it is appropriate, from the perspective of judicial independence, that the judiciary has an input into the design and operation of a system for judicial complaints, it can be asked whether it is necessary that the scheme should be developed without any contribution from other branches of government. 33 In other words, the procedures are the product of co-operation between the executive and judicial branches of government. This ensures that decisions over the content of the rules and procedures for the investigation of judicial conduct are not within the exclusive domain of the judiciary, thus promoting a degree of external scrutiny. This can be contrasted with the Scottish legislation, where the Lord President alone is responsible for prescribing the procedures on the investigation of judicial conduct, and there is no formal involvement of the Scottish Ministers either in the drafting of rules or in their adoption. 34 Nor are the rules subject to any form of parliamentary scrutiny. In contrast to England and Wales, where "[t]he Secretary of State is accountable to Parliament for the operation of the complaints and discipline system", 35 it is not clear whether there can be any parliamentary accountability for the Scottish scheme, given that the Scottish Parliament is unable to order a judge of any court, including the Lord President, to attend its proceedings.
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During the passage of the Bill there was some debate about whether the Lord President should have an absolute discretion over the content of the rules and procedures prescribed under section 28. Indeed, at Stage 2 an attempt was made to introduce an amendment which would have required the Lord President to include certain provisions in the prescribed procedures. 37 The amendment was resisted by the Cabinet Secretary for Justice who argued that it was "unnecessary and overly prescriptive". 38 In his opinion, "the provisions in the bill strike the right balance between the Parliament requiring the judiciary to address the important issue and put in place a robust conduct scheme, and respecting its independence by leaving the detail of how the scheme will work for the Lord President to determine". Yet this assertion seems open to doubt given the absolute discretion conferred on the Lord President. 39 In fact the inclusion of minimum standards in the legislation would not have been overly prescriptive or have necessarily encroached on judicial independence, but it would have increased public confidence in the procedures for the investigation of complaints against the judiciary. As it stands, the 2008 Act does very little to guarantee the creation of a robust system.
D. DISCIPLINARY POWERS OF THE LORD PRESIDENT
Another purpose of the 2008 Act is to clarify the disciplinary powers which the Lord President may wield in his capacity as Head of the Scottish Judiciary. As with the procedures which applied to investigations into judicial conduct, the disciplinary powers which were available prior to the Act were largely of an informal character. 40 The 2008 Act confers formal powers. Section 29(1) provides that, for disciplinary purposes, the Lord President may give to a judicial office 36 Scotland Act 1998 s 23(7)(a). It could be argued that this provision does not apply to the Lord President in relation to the non-judicial functions attributed to him or her under the 2008 Act. However, in contrast to the position of tribunal members, who are exempted from an order to attend parliamentary proceedings only "in connection with the discharge by him of his functions as such" (s 23(7)(b)), the exemption for judges would appear to be absolute. holder (a) formal advice (b) a formal warning or (c) a reprimand. 41 There is no explicit hierarchy among the three types of sanction and it could be asked whether there is any practical difference between them. These are not the only powers that can be exercised in a disciplinary context. First, the Act makes clear that the Lord President may continue to deal with individual cases informally when he sees fit. 42 Secondly, the Lord President is given the power to suspend judicial office holders where "necessary for the purposes of maintaining public confidence in the judiciary". 43 This is a broad power which will cover the situation where the conduct of a judicial office holder is found wanting as well as the situation where an investigation into that conduct is underway. Finally, in very serious circumstances the Lord President may request the establishment of a tribunal to consider the fitness for office of a judicial office holder. 44 Whilst there is an obligation to publish any rules and procedures issued in relation to the investigation of judicial conduct, 45 there is no corresponding duty on the Lord President to publish the outcome of an investigation once it has been concluded or an account of what disciplinary powers, if any, have been used. From the outset, it was maintained that "investigation of complaints would be confidential, and the outcome, while made known to the complainer, would not be the subject of any publicity except where the Lord President considered that it would be in the interests of the administration of justice for the outcome to be given some publicity". 46 The Cabinet Secretary for Justice restated this view when the Bill was considered by the Justice Committee, giving the following reasons for not publishing the outcome of an investigation: 47 Third parties might be involved. Such evidence may relate to the conduct of a case, with the result that litigants could suffer unduly. There could be an impact on appeals. There could be a variety of consequences for people other than the judicial office holder who was under investigation. Litigants in a case that came before the judge could be affected.
In its final form, the Act leaves it to the discretion of the Lord President to decide on how to deal with confidentiality of proceedings and the publication 41 These powers may only be exercised when a person carrying out an investigation into judicial conduct has made a recommendation to that effect: see s 29(2 of information or its provision to any person. 48 As a result, there is no guarantee of transparency concerning the actual operation of disciplinary procedures or the use of disciplinary powers in individual cases although, as will be seen below, some general information will be made public through the Judicial Complaints Reviewer.
E. THE JUDICIAL COMPLAINTS REVIEWER (1) Introduction
It has been seen that the Lord President has a large degree of discretion in designing and operating the system for judicial complaints, with little involvement of other branches of government. However, the 2008 Act does create one potentially important oversight mechanism: the Judicial Complaints Reviewer. 49 The primary role of the Judicial Complaints Reviewer is to consider whether the procedures for investigating complaints against judicial office holders are operated fairly in respect both of the complainant and of the judicial office holder who is the subject of investigation. The functions to be performed by the Reviewer are similar to those associated with an ombudsman. 50 Indeed, the Judicial Complaints Reviewer was partly inspired by the Ombudsman for Judicial Appointments and Discipline appointed under the Constitutional Reform Act 2005 in order to review the exercise of disciplinary functions (among other matters) and to ensure that they are conducted in compliance with prescribed procedures. 51 When it came to designing a similar scheme for Scotland it was argued that, given the size of the jurisdiction and the limited number of complaints that were anticipated, it would be disproportionately expensive to establish and maintain an independent ombudsman. 52 In addition, the inclusion of judicial complaints within the mandate of the existing Scottish Public Services Ombudsman was rejected because it was considered that the judiciary "inhabits an entirely different spectrum from that which involves complaints about the council or the health board". 53 Instead, a more informal arrangement was made. Thus, it is anticipated that the Judicial Complaints Reviewer will be a part-time position, employed for only a few days each month.
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From the outset, the idea of a Reviewer was strongly opposed by the judiciary. As Lord Osborne noted in his evidence to the Justice Committee of the Scottish Parliament, "it is a sorry day if one cannot trust the Lord President to operate complaints procedures correctly". 56 Lord McCluskey was equally critical of the idea, warning that it would lead to "time wasting, and giving people the opportunities to mock the judicial system". 57 There was even some disagreement amongst parliamentarians about whether or not this additional layer of scrutiny was necessary. 58 The convener of the Justice Committee, Bill Aitken MSP, described it as akin to "taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut".
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Another argument against the creation of the Reviewer was the fact that disciplinary decisions were already susceptible to challenge through the ordinary procedures of judicial review. It was explained by Lord President Hamilton that:
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[I]f, for example, a judge disputed a decision made by the Lord President, he or she would be in a position to challenge it in the Court of Session by way of judicial review if it was contended that the decision was procedurally inept. The same would be true, I think, of a complainant: they would be legally entitled to challenge the matter.
It is suggested that these arguments overlook that transparency is itself an important constitutional value and that the creation of an independent review process promotes openness of decision-making. As noted by the Cabinet Secretary for Justice:
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[T]he fact that the bill provides for the appointment of a judicial complaints reviewer seems to offer the general public some satisfaction that such matters will be dealt with. That proposal . . . will protect us against the accusation that the system is simply about judges reviewing themselves to protect themselves. Moreover, the process of reviewing complaints by an ombudsman figure offers significant advantages over judicial review. An ombudsman system is free to access and procedurally uncomplicated whereas judicial review is potentially costly and time-consuming. 62 Thus, the Judicial Complaints Reviewer is intended to offer a simple and cost-effective procedure for individuals who have been aggrieved by the judicial complaints process. In addition, in terms of perceptions of fairness and impartiality, the courts may not be the most suitable body to review the decisions of the Head of the Scottish Judiciary in relation to judicial discipline. It could also be argued that an independent Reviewer is more likely to be able to identify with the issues raised by a complainant than the Lord President or a judge nominated to conduct an investigation into judicial conduct, both of whom will have spent much of their professional lives on the other side of the bench from the complainant, making it more difficult to be totally impartial. This argument finds support in the annual reports of the Judicial Ombudsman for England and Wales which suggest that one of the most common criticisms of the judicial complaints system in that jurisdiction is that an investigator has accepted the judge's version of the hearing without independent verification. 63 For these reasons, it is suggested that a Judicial Complaints Reviewer may improve the system of judicial complaints. Much, however, will depend on the Reviewer's precise powers and functions. It is to this issue that we now turn.
(2) Functions
The principal function of the Reviewer is to investigate individual cases where it is alleged that the prescribed procedures have not been followed. A case can be referred to the Reviewer either by the complainant or by the judicial office holder against whom the complaint was made. 64 It is made clear by the legislation that the Reviewer has no role in reviewing the merits of a particular investigation, the substantive recommendations that were made by the investigator, or the disciplinary powers exercised by the Lord President. 65 Rather, the Reviewer's task is restricted to considering whether the investigation was conducted fairly. Fairness in this context obviously includes whether or not the prescribed procedures have been followed, but it could also encompass broader questions such as whether or not all aspects of a complaint were properly considered. 66 If the Reviewer decides that the complaint was not handled according to the prescribed rules and procedures, the case may be referred back to the Lord President. 67 It would appear that the involvement of the Reviewer ends there as the Reviewer does not have power to quash the outcome of a faulty investigation or to modify the recommendations made in an individual case. On receipt of a referral from the Reviewer, the Lord President may vary or revoke the determination made in the case, confirm the determination, or order a fresh investigation. 68 The appropriateness of these options will depend upon the circumstances of each case, and the breadth of discretion is made clear by section 33(2)(d) which says that the Lord President may "deal with the referral in any other such way as the Lord President considers appropriate". There is no requirement to give reasons. 69 The powers of the Judicial Complaints Reviewer are significantly weaker than those of the Judicial Ombudsman in England and Wales, who can set aside a determination by the investigating authorities if the original investigation is thought to have been unreliable. 70 In contrast, the Scottish scheme relies upon the willingness of the Lord President to follow the Reviewer's recommendations. Despite this limitation, however, the existence of an alternative means of questioning the complaints process is clearly to be welcomed. Although the procedure may not offer a substantive remedy, it provides a way for individuals to air their grievances about their treatment at the hands of the Scottish judicial system.
Another function of the Reviewer is to "make written representations to the Lord President about procedures for handling written investigations of matters concerning the conduct of judicial office holders". 71 This function is concerned not with responding to individual complaints but with suggesting systematic improvements to the operation of the complaints procedure. Representations may be made of the Reviewer's own accord and do not depend upon a formal complaint being made. At the same time, representations may also be inspired by a complaint or series of complaints which raises a matter of systemic importance. 72 The powers of the Reviewer are, however, subject to significant limitations. Although the Lord President must take account of written representations by the Reviewer, 73 the Act falls short of requiring the Lord President to adopt such recommendations. In other words, the wide discretion enjoyed by the Lord President in designing the procedures for investigating judicial conduct is unaffected by any recommendations from the Reviewer.
Finally, the Reviewer can publish reports on investigations carried out into judicial conduct, subject to directions from the Scottish Ministers.
74 Such reports are a key part of promoting transparency as they guarantee that information on the overall operation of the judicial complaints system is available in the public domain. This goes some way to make up for the fact that the results of individual investigations may not be made public.
(3) Independence
If the system of oversight created by the Act is to be effective, it is vital that the Judicial Complaints Reviewer is perceived as independent from both the government and the judiciary. 76 Independence is promoted in part by the provisions in the Act on appointment. The Reviewer is to be appointed by the Scottish Ministers with the consent of the Lord President. 77 Their selection, however, is limited by section 30(5), which disqualifies from appointment any member of the House of Commons, the Scottish Parliament or European Parliament as well as Ministers of the Crown, members of the Scottish Executive, civil servants, judicial office holders, and solicitors, advocates or barristers, whether practising or not. In other words, the Reviewer is to be detached from both government and the legal establishment.
Other features of the Act could be perceived as potentially undermining independence and impartiality. Section 32 requires that "the Judicial Complaints Reviewer must comply with any guidance that the Scottish Ministers issue about the carrying out of the Reviewer's functions". Guidance can relate to any of the functions of the Reviewer described above. It might, for example, specify additional conditions which must be met before the Reviewer can undertake a particular investigation. This would therefore seem to be a broad power to direct While the informal status of the Reviewer means that it may sometimes be appropriate for the Scottish Ministers to provide guidance, they should be cautious in exercising this power so that they do not undermine the Reviewer's perceived independence.
It is desirable that the Reviewer has a degree of institutional independence. In his first report, the Judicial Ombudsman in England and Wales stressed the importance of separate secure office accommodation, a separate budget, and separate and secure records systems. 80 For this purpose, the Ombudsman has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Justice setting out their respective roles and responsibilities, the arrangements to be made by the Ministry to provide assistance to the Ombudsman, and the manner in which their relationship should be conducted. 81 In relation to the Scotland, it is unclear what arrangements will be made to support the work of the Reviewer. It is certainly preferable that the Reviewer is supported by civil servants working within the Scottish Government, as opposed to civil servants from the Scottish Court Service as was proposed during the preparation of the legislation. 82 The latter option would undermine the perceived impartiality of the Reviewer, as the Lord President will be the Chair of the newly reformed Scottish Court Service and the judiciary will control the distribution of its resources. 83 Following the practice in England and Wales, a Memorandum of Understanding might assist in promoting independence by guaranteeing that the Reviewer has access to the required resources. provides an indication of the standards of behaviour that can be expected from the judiciary. Moreover, its publication offers the potential for a broader debate about standards of judicial conduct. Indeed, such public debate may in itself provide a means for promoting accountability of the judiciary without encroaching on the principle of judicial independence. As noted by the Latimer House Guidelines, "legitimate public criticism of judicial performance is a means of ensuring accountability". 93 It has been reported that work on a code of judicial conduct is already underway by the Judicial Council formed by the Scottish judiciary in 2007. 94 It is to be hoped that any code of conduct ultimately produced will be made public so that it can be subjected to legitimate scrutiny and debate.
G. CONCLUSION
Whilst the primary aim of the 2008 Act was to strengthen judicial independence, the legislation also goes some way to promoting accountability of the judiciary, in particular through the introduction of a statutory scheme of judicial conduct and discipline. In this regard, the Act is to be welcomed, and the contention that the reforms are merely "empire-building quangoism" 95 is not convincing. In a modern democracy, it is difficult to defend the proposition that the judiciary should not be subject to some form of independent scrutiny. Indeed, the need for accountability is arguably greater given the prominent role that judges now play in key constitutional issues under human rights legislation and the devolution settlement. At the same time, accountability must also be balanced against the principle of judicial independence.
It will only be possible to make a full assessment of the extent to which the Act has been successful in balancing these values when there is further experience of implementation. Nevertheless, the Act has already made substantial progress in promoting transparency by requiring the publication of the rules and procedures which apply to the judicial complaints process. Transparency is further promoted through the creation of a Judicial Complaints Reviewer to monitor the operation of the scheme. At the same time the Act gives considerable weight to the principle of judicial independence. The Lord President continues to have an 
